Senior Director Project Management (f/m/div)*

At a glance

Job description

Location:

Regensburg (Germany)

Job ID:

317679_2

Are you keen taking new perspectives and challenges and thinking out of the box? Do
you describe yourself as a great communicator who can bring people together and take
decisions if needed? You like to be at the pulse of time shaping the technologies
addressing future trends linking the real and the digital world? As Senior Director
Project Management you are able to bring all these aspects into reality and create
state-of-the-art Technology. The PJM Career is meant to provide an attractive career
opportunity for employees who focus on managing projects and functional leadership
of project team members.

Start date:

Oct 01, 2021

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

In your new role, you will:
Take the overall technical integration lead in a highly complex technology
project
Be responsible for definition, planning and tracking of technical project targets
and delivery of technical solution according to specification
Take technical decisions ; plan, organize, drive, and control integration,
validation and delivery of technical content & solution
Ensure appropriate composition of project technical team with clearly defined
responsibilities and interfaces
Perform continuous risk evaluation and tracking as well as plan and execute
mitigation measures
Prepare steering committee and customer meetings in close alignment with the
project owner
This position can be filled at site Regensburg or Munich.

Profile
You take the customer to the heart of your actions and award them high priority. You
are an excellent networker and you know how to provide high quality information to
your partners and customers. Therefore you quickly establish lasting relationships and
communicate openly, clearly, and coherently across organizations and hierarchies from
engineers up to senior management.
You have a very well structured and sustainable working mode and a clear notion of
how innovation contributes to Infineon´s commercial success. Even in complex
situations you remain aware of the big picture and weigh up opportunities and risks
carefully.
You are best equipped for those tasks if you have:
A scientific or engineering degree
At least 10 years professional experience in technology management (complex

Job ID:

317679_2

www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact
Tanja Nave
Talent Attraction Manager

At least 10 years professional experience in technology management (complex
project management or managing teams)
Strategic thinking and ability to shape the technological path with clear view on
technical and business needs
Strong skills in leading teams and several years of experience in managing
complex projects
Passion about forefront innovation and ambitious goals with a clear view on risks
and mitigation measures
Excellent English language skills, German is a plus

